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The meeting was called to order at 3.30 p.m. 

AGENDA ITHIS 48, 58~ 59 and 137 (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN: This afternoon the Committee will continue its 

general debate on the agenda items relating to the strengthening of 

international peace and security. 

Mr. GAUC~ {Malta): I am taking the floor late in the course of our 

meetings at this session; therefore it is with a feeling of even greater 

satisfaction~ because of proved expectations~ that my delegation compliments 

the Chairman and his colleagues on their election. Perhaps as never before~ 

in our long travail for disarmament~ he eloquently represents both the fears 

of mankind over the danger and folly of the arms race and our collective 

endeavours to reverse it and bring it to a halt. At the same time, he brings 

to us the essential experience and realism which could give expression to 

our dwindling hopes. 

I also wish to associate myself with those who have congratulated two 

of the legendary figures in disarmament negotiations ~ :Mrs. Myrdal and 

Mr. Garcia Robles, on their merited awards. Their labour at least has been 

recognized~ even if their proposals, which invariably echoed widespread 

aspirations, so far remain largely unfulfilled. 

We are sobered by the lmowledge that our expressions remain high-sounding 

"trords until they become, as we remain convinced they must eventually become, 

demonstrable deeds. Success, however, can be secured only through a collective 

effort, with every nation pulling in the same direction. So far we are not 

doing this, as we can all see. Indeed, tension is rife throughout the world, 

and actual warfare has raged and still rages in many areas, with our Organization 

a helpless witness. 
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It is precisely because vre are so conscious of the passage of time~ and 

also because -vre share so much in 'vhat has already been ably statecl by others

by our Chairman and by the representatives of·Sweden, Mexico, ~ugoslavia, Cyprus, 

Austria, Romania and Algeria, to mention but a few - that we will not repeat the 

gist of their arguments nor elaborate what we ourselves have detailed in the past, 

most recently by my Foreign Minister in the general debate. We can therefore be 

relatively brief on this occasion. 

Despite all frustration~ i·re still intend to continue to press resolutely 

for general and complete disarmament under effective international control and for 

a collective security system 'tvhich really responds to the needs of small 

countries such as mine~ which number nearly a third of the '-rorld cor.mrunity of 

nations and whose number eradually increases with each passing year. We recognize 

our limitations, but vre knovr also vre have great responsibilities. 

Consequently~ Malta has always given in this forum a faithful account of 

"t-rhat we have managed to do unilaterally in the past decade to reduce tension 

in our region. 1·le pride ourselves on being one of the very few countries vrhose · 

national expenditure and manpower devoted to armaments has been constantly on 

the decline. We are about the only country that has recently successfully 

accomplished a deliberate and planned transformation from a fortress economy 

to one based exclusively on peaceful occupations. 

Again~ I 1vill not repeat the details. I "t-rill only say that it ivas a 

formidable task, but ive accomplished it against all odds after having openly 

announced our intentions; both internally and externally, and sought the help 

of anyone willing to share our objectives. 

In fact, today our policy of neutrality, based on the principles of non

aligr~ent, is recognized by countries far and wide, east and west, north and 

south. In this "t-Te lmovr ve are responding to the wishes not only of our own 

people but of people in our ovm region and throughout the i·Torld. 
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This is not, unfortunately, the case else1rhere. Even as we tallc in this 

hall about hovr 't·re all desire disarmament, and even as those who have most 

armaments blame their predicament on others, vre know - and in many instances 

at least l·re can read openly - of ne1-r weapons systems beinr; devised and 

colllLlissioned by the major Pmrers and their military allies. Uithout minimizing 

in any vmy the com~lexity of disarmament negotiations~ the argmnents and 

counter-arguments put forvrard by both sides are beginning to appear less and 

less persuasive in the light of economic and political analysis. They become 

even less convincing as they are repeated with monotonous boredom with each 

passing year. The major Povers harcUy bother to talk to each other these days. 

They seem to play to the r;allery in the presence of others. There 't·ras perhaps 

a time when 1-re in these halls used to lead and to educate the public at large 

on disarmament. It seems novr that our roles have been reversed. Ue are on the 

defensive~ and the vrorld outside is telling us what to do. Their disenchantment 

vrith us is shown by the declining attendance in the public galleries. 

Veteran disarmament nec;otiators 'l·rill readily adrrlit that although vre may 

have tardily improved our disarmament machinery,· our thinking~ and even our 

methods" have remained unchanged over the past three and a half decades, 

especially since nuclear diarmament became a priority item in our debate. 

For instance, it has been asserted as a comforting thought that man has 

alvmys considered himself on the brink of catastrophe in the past, yet someho'I·T 

he survives and even flourishes today. It has also been considered encouraging 

that the man in the street is, figuratively speaking, "UP in arms" over 

our dismal failure in disarraament negotiations and is now insisting on results 

as he has never insisted before. 

This, hm-rever o is very small comfort, I submit. It is really a form of 

escapism. It does not tackle squarely the heart of the matter. Because the 

advent of atomic >reapons and the subsequent military advances made has changed. 

the very nature of conflict. In Einstein's words: 
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,;it bas changed everythinr; but our tbinldnc~ and thus 1·re are drifting 

tm·rards a catastrophe beyond comparison .. ; 

\Teapons invented in the past throughout the course of history have 

invariably been commissioned and put to actual use eventually. There is no lfl.\-T 

on earth ~· not even man v s strong instinct for self··:preservation - that has 

P-revented this process in the past. Each war has of course been more devastating 

than its predecessor, althoue;h Llanlcind eventually recovered and even prospered. 

And yet the trar;ic pattern is being follmored again. Although nuclear 

weapons are allegedly only for deterrence~ they are still being produced in 

larger numbers,. in better quality and vrith more destructive povrer lonG after 

a plateau of mutual deterrence has been reached. He are nmv, in fact~ embarked 

on strategies which envisage ··limited>~ use of nuclear ueapons and ;:1-rinnable:' 

nuclear vrars . 

Thus Einstein is being proved right. It is not a pleasant scenario to 

contemplate today. The alarming truth is that nuclear vreapons are spreading so 

rapidly that they are now uncomfortably close to practically all populations; 

even those in countries l·rhich have never sought either to acquire or to be in 

any ivay associated 1rith such vreapons. Ue may justifiably ask l·rhether we vrill still 

be arouno. tomorrovr to contemplate the next (Seneration of nuclear l·reapons. 

Surely it is time to set ourselves a ne1·r course. It is essential that 

national Governments heed the appeal of their mm people, scientists~ 

philosophers and labourers alike~ all toiling under the burden and the danger 

imposec1 by excessive armaments vrhile social services decline and deteriorate. 

He must ·· and the sooner the better - direct our efforts to COIDlil.on security 

for survival in replacement of competinG national security~ ivhich has been 

proved to be as elusive as it is dangerous. It is simply suicidal to continue 

arguing that mutual security can only be found through the continuing mad 

momentum of the nuclear--arms race. It is also about time that l·re lmver the 

tone and frequency of the hostile outbursts that the major Powers nmv direct 

tm-1ards each other. 
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We recognize that in the present precarious international climate there 

cannot oe a ve~J great expectation of immediate substantive pro~ress. But 

there is still a lot we can do, even here and novr, at least to improve our 

'tTOrldng methods. For one thinG~ if i·Te cannot as yet obtain an effective 

woratorium on nuclear··i-reapon testing ·· overdue as it undoubtedly is ·· can i·re 

aJc least not agree on a noratoriUlll on resolutions i·Thich deal vrith identical 

subjects? 

Ue seem to have acquired an irreversible tendency to gain nevr agenda items 

every year, yet each is but cne aspect of the same problem, namely, the nuclear

weapon ccmpetition between the major Powers despite their solemn commitments legally 

assumed under the Han-Proliferation Treaty. Ue only avoid the main issue if 1re 

try to separate discussion into several interdependent phases, each dealing 

with the salile problem. 

It is also time vre attemptec1 to replace high-sounding declarations by 

concrete actions. The latter carry so much more conviction~ '\'Thich can turn the 

present acute state of tension and suspicion into one of verifiable and 

universally applauded arms-control and reduction measures. One concrete 

achievement is more valuable than a thousand declaratory statements. 

And so my delegation has selectively acted as a sponsor to only a feiv 

disarmament draft resolutions placed before us, those that, in our view, really 

strengthen the gathering and dissemination of factual information, that open up 

possibilities for new techniques of verification, that strengthen the machinery 

for disarmament and that urge a freeze on nuclear-·vreapons testing, among others. 
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The arms race, especially its nuclear component, is of course 

a malignant sore on the body politic of international relations. It is a 

symptom, however, of a more insidious malady: that is, the ideological gulf 

that separates the major alliances, which has progressively undermined the 

premise on "rhich the Charter was founded and has hence paralyzed our 

Organization. It is here that the major effort for change must be made, 

and it is only recently that this realization has da-vmed on the advocates 

of change. 

'He have therefore taken note of and will carefully study proposals 

designed to strengthen the role of the Security Council. As non-permanent 

members of the Council for the next tiro years, and "tdth the humble aspiration 

rP.ally to serve the cause of peace" we vdll do our utmost to contribute 

objectively to a greater co-operative effort and a better anticipation of 

conflict by the Council. In this connection, we particularly welcome the 

ideas advanced by the Palme Commission and by Sierra Leone and Cyprus, as 

well as the observations vrhich we ourselves, and so many others before us, 

have made in the course of our past and present debates. 

The draft resolution now before us on the stren~thening of international 

security has many positive elements, but it is nevertheless beginning to 

look and to sound more and more like a repetitive litany of good intentions. 

It has, of course, the merit of reminding us of our obligations, 

also of reminding us of how often and to what degree we may have 

and perhaps 

transgressed 

them. But here, too, we must go beyond mere generalities to concrete action. 

As I have already explained, Malta has responded to this call, both 

nationally and internationally. VTe undertook a thorough and fundamental 

reappraisaJ. of our options. For centuries~ we had snuger,led in the security 

of a fortress mentaJ.ity, serving Jche militaristic ambitions of more poHerful 

nations and subordinating our own national interests to the strategic 

calculations of others. All this has now changed at home, and we have turned 

our attention to 1-rider horizons. 
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Our action at home vras inspired by and firmly founded on the needs of 

regional security and co-operation in the Hediterranean. In the Conference 

on Security and Co-operation in Europe, we insisted on, and after Breat 

difficulty finally obtained, with the help of o~hers~ the Declaration on the 

ilediterranean, which is one of the principal provisions among the chapters 

of the Helsinki Final Act. In the Non-Aligned r.rovement, we raised - and there 

lTaS an immediate and favourable response to - the concept of a zone of peace 

and co-operation in the Hediterranean. 

Individual Mediterranean countries, including my own, have often and 

repeatedly made solemn declarations at the highest level concerning the need 

to transform the I1editerranean into a zone of peace and co-operation and 

have put forward concrete ideas as to how this can best be accomplished. In 

our own case, we have followed up our declarations vTith concrete action. He 

have also taken careful note of the replies contained in the report of 

the Secretary-General in document A/37/355. All this is sufficiently encouraging 

for us to look further ahead. 

It is of course in the primary interest of Mediterranean countries and 

in the best traditions of good neichbourly relations that we not rest on 

our laurels and that no more time be lost before we ourselves take the 

initiative and together set in motion a process of consultations on what 

121ore can be done and vrhere and when further steps can be implemented" 

1-1orking if necessary in stages and in ever-widening concentric circles, seeldng 

progressively to secure the final objectives we set ourselves. There is of 

course an equal obligation on all non-riparian States to encourage and respect 

the efforts of the Hediterranean States in promoting entente and to refrain 

from any action that is lil~ely to frustrate prospects for progress. 

There should additionally be a reciprocal flow of information betw·een 

individual Members and the Secretary-General of the United Nations, so that 
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progress will be evident~ vddely knovm and highlighted. We know lre can 

con~idently rely on a thorough study by the Secretariat to set the process 

in motion and to render assistance "'vhen reCluested. But that will only be 

a ~irst step. 

It "'vill be necessary to go ~urther and to review progress ~rom time to 

time, and machinery ~or step-by-step advances should there~ore be envisaged. 

Ue invite Mediterranean countries to join us in taking the lead and setting 

an example, so that we can turn the tide avray ~rom the present state o~ 

armed vigilance and confrontation and achieve an actual reduction o~ tension 

and the promotion o~ new sectors o~ co·~operation. In short, we wish to 

reverse the dri~t towards disaster that has been the main ~eature o~ recent 

events. Where one nation on its own can succeed against great odds 0 others can 

attain much more acting in concert; thus, success is multiplied immeasurably) 

with the approval o~ all and to the detriment o~ none. 

Uith these considerations in mind, "'-re "'vill naturally vote in favour 

o~ the dra~t resolutions be~ore us, which give expression to those thoughts. 

Ue wish to thank the sponsors ~or having submitted them. 

Mr. IJEt'lERE (Nigeria): My delegation joins others that have 

congratulated the Chairman and the other o~~icers o~ the Committee ~or 

leading us and guiding us successfully through the first part of our work. 

Ue are sure that with the same tact and skill, he "'·rill see us through 

the remaining part o~ our work, dealing vdth international peace and security. 

The Charter o~ the United nations provides as its basic purpose the 

maintenance o~ international peace and security through such means as the 

development o~ ~riendly relations among nations and co-operation in solving 

international problems. Pursuant to this objective, during successive sessions 

of the General Assembly Members States have endeavoured to address the subject 

both as a goal in itsel~ and as a ~unction o~ the prevailing international climate. 
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In both cases~ the record of achievement of the 't·rorld body has been 

a dismal disappointment, particularly for an international community that is 

eager to secure its continued survival as a civilization but sees itself 

in the throes of self-extinction because of frenzied recourse to armaments. 

The current debate represents an exercise 'tvhich seeks to further the 

concepts and understanding of HE>.mber States on the important question of 

peace and security. 

The Declaration on the 3trengthening of International Security is seen by 

my delegation as an outgrowth of a crisis of unfulfilled expectations in the 

conduct of inter-State relations. In the first place, it has become increasingly 

clear that many States do not feel themselves bound by the provisions of the 

United Nations Charter and the relevant instruments of international law. Yet, 

't-Then they find it conveninent and to their advantage? those same States are 

quiclt: to have recourse to those provisions and instruments as a point of 

reference and source of refuge. 

Secondly, there is no doubt that the Charter concept of collective security 

has failed to provide sufficient assurance to States, particularly the 't-reak 

and developing ones among them, that they 'trill not be victims of the use or 

threat of use of force. 

Thirdly, the basic provision of the non-use of force in international 

relations, on which the prospects for disarmament truly rest , has failed to 

1vin universal acceptance - at least, it seems so judging from the actions of 

States. \'Jhat is evident, and sadly so, is that on the part of some States, 

the use or threat of use of force has become an instrument of policy to sustain 

self-imposed -vrorld-1dde interests and responsibilities. 
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This has led to an incidence of armed ageression against sovereign States, 

intervention or interference i~ their domestic affairs, in the non-respect 

of their sovereignty, independence and territorial inteerity and in the 

denial of the inalienable right of other peoples, particularly those still 

under colonial or foreign domination, to self-determination. 

The encroacr..ment on basic freedoms and fundamental human rights at 

the level of States cannot but have repercussions on the collective psyche 

of a people in its effort to be a part of a process which seeks to establish 

and secure a stable society. Such infringements of and departures from the 

provisions of the United Nations Charter and the relevant instruments of 

international law have adverse implications on the basic beliefs, acceptances, 

and expectations of Member States which see the United Notions as the bastion 

of hope of humankind in the solution of the complex problems facing our 

contemporary world. 

The most visible index of the security perceptions of States lies in the 

recourse to armaments as Rn instrument of national defence. Unfortunately, 

the current arms race, both in its nuclear and conventional aspects, as well 

as in its qualitative and quantitative dimensions has far exceeded the 

requirements of defence. This establishes a case for disarmament based on 

the principle of undiminished security. This implies that the arms race 

cannot be solved in a vacuum. It is a task that must be performed within 

the framework of a collective system of international security, made possible 

by universal respect for the Charter provisions and the effectiveness of the 

Security Council in enforcing its decisions. 

President John Kennedy once said, 11those who make peaceful resolutions 

impossible make violent resolutions inevitable 1
'. Ue agree with the late 

President of the United States that much merit resides in the pe~ceful 

resolution of disputes. This accords fully with Article 2, paragraph 4, of 

the Charter and provides the solid basis for inter-State relations. 
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Aside from the requirement of strict respect for the provisions of the 

Charter~ it is undeniable that improvements in relations among States at the 

bilateral, regional and multilateral levels contribute to the strengthening 

of international security. Once the element of mutual trust and confidence 

is restored in inter-State relations, the inclination towards suspicion 

or fear of the unknown motivations of the other side which usually provide 

grounds for insecurity and consequent disposition to armaments will be 

removed. He must retain as an enabling basic premise in the development of 

healthy inter-State relationships the acceptRnce and development of 

good-neighbourliness. 11Charityn, they say, libegins at home;;. The biblical 

injunction which states that you should be at peace with your neighbour 

retains continuing validity in the development of international relations. 

In an interdependent world no conflict can be localized. There are 

bound to be spin·-·offs or spill-overs. That is why we think that such concepts 

as limited nuclear war, or crescent crisis~ are extremely dang~rous and at 

"V"ariance with efforts at collective security. 

The triangular interconnection between disarmament, development and 

international security is underscored by the readiness of States to percPive 

security not only in ten~s of its narrow confir.~s of defence but as 

extending to political and economic security. The concept of political security 

seeks the goal of universality of meml::>Prship of the United Nations, while the 

concept of economic collective security finds reflection in the effort to 

establish a New International Economic Order tr~ough global negotiations between 

the North and the South and between the rich and poor nations, based on 

justice and equity. 

The crisis of the world economic system continues to assume ever-growing 

proportions. Unfortunately, the developing countries 1vhich form the 

majority of the human race are permanently at a disadvantage. They are crippled 

by diminishing returns of income, increasing debts, trade deficits and, 

consequently, a progressively falling standard of living. International 

security cannot be based on tr~s glaring disequilibrium in the expectation 

patterns between the developed and developing countries. The y1nming gap 

between them must not only be narrowed but securely bridged. 
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lle think therefore that the initiative which has been submitted by the 

delegation of Sierra Leone as a follow-up to the pertinent observations of 

the Secretary-General on the work of the Organization is not only timely 

but should find maximum support, since it addresses the root cause of the 

inability of the world body to respond to the security aspirations of 

Member States. 

Ue hope that the General Assembly will suggest a time frame to t:r..e 

Security Council within w:r..ic:r.. the latter should study the question in 

substance and in dept:r.. and submit recommendations for implementation. 

Mr. BALETA (Albania) : The discussions resumed every year here at 

the United Nations and the resolutions adopted on the implementation of the 

Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security have not led to 

any positive result.. The development of events in the world shows, on the 

contrary, that from one year to the next the international situation has 

become ever more serious and complicated. What we are witnessing is the 

permanent deterioration of world security and the appearance and increase 

of new dangers. None of the existing international problems has found 

any solution this year. Alarming ne"iv problems :r..ave been created. 

In the Middle East the situation has become even more violent and serious. 

The un+old massacres carried out against th~ Palestinians in Beirut 

after the occupation of the western part of this city by Zionist forces 

indicate that the enemies of peoples, peace and international security do not 

stop at crimes. In the Middle East, other hotbeds of tension are kept 

aflame. The armed conflict between Iran and Iraq is causing great damage and 

ne"iv victims. In Afghanistan, the Soviet occupiers have for three years waged 

an aggressive "i'Tar but are not able to crush the liberation struggle of the 

Afghan people. 

In South-East Asia we see no improvement. of the complicRted situation 

created by the imperialist super-Powers • There, the danger of new complications 

with grave consequences remains. In the Indian Ocean, in the Horn of Africa 

and ot:r..er parts of the African continent, tensions, conflicts and insecurity 
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persist. The racist regime of South Africa continues its policy of apartheid 

and aggression. A complicated situation exists in Central America, where the 

American imperialists and the reactionary regimes in their service create 

continuing tensions and undertake aggressive actions against the peoples of 

this region. 

This year a very grave situation was created in the South Atlantic as a 

result of the aggression perpetrated by Great Britain against Argentina. Peace 

and international security are threatened by many dangers as a result of the 

unbridled arms race and preparations for war by the super-Powers and the 

imperialist Powers. They have not decreased but have continued to rise. The 

question arises: why do such things happen? The answer is neither difficult 

nor unknown. 
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These situations occur not because progressive and democratic peoples and 

States do not understand the importance of strengthening international 

security, or that they do not want to live in peace and security but because 

the enemies of peace and general security - imperialism, social-imperialism 

and other world reactionary forces - always incite and create arave situations 

in order to real.ize their aggressive, expansionist and hegemonic aims and 

ambitions. The chief responsibility for such serious world situations, for 

the breach of peace and for endangering internatioLal security, falls on the 

two super-Powers - the United States of America and the Soviet Union. 

Even this year, the Soviet~American rivalry and bargaining for hegemony and 

division of zones of influence, have helped to keep aflame many hotbeds of 

war. At present American imperialism, seeing that its leadership in the 

capital.ist world is not what it was two or three decades ago, is increasingly 

becoming even more aggressive and adventurous, not to mention its hysteria 

to prepare and incite war. 

The United States of America has proclaimed publicly and with 

arrogance that it has the right to intervene and use force l-rhen and where it 

considers that its interests are not respected. In consonance with its 

pretensions to rule and control the world, it has invented different sorts of 

political and military theories and doctrines. It is pursuing an ever-more 

aggressive course in its internal and foreign policy, increasing its military 

budget , strengthening and improving its menstruous military machinery. It 

seeks American superiority everywhere, in every field, be it of their 

policy, economy, army, etc. Its aggressiveness and imperialist logic has 

gone so far as to spealt openly and present as possible, acceptable and 

justified even the outbreak of nuclear war. 

The same increase in aggressiveness is seen in the policy and activities 

of Soviet social li1perialism. In the Soviet Union, life/itself is rooted in 

militarization. Use of military force lies at the base of Soviet foreign 

policy_ lThich is as imperialist, adventurous, dangerous and threatening as 
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that of the United States of America. The continuation of Soviet aggression 

in Afghanistan, the numerous threats toward other countries, the 

increased Soviet domination of the so-·called socialist community:; are 

facts which testify to the brutal course of the Kremlin's foreign policy. 

~ihile, on the one hand, the Soviet social imperialists protest against 

the aims and endeavours of American imperialism for vTOrld domination, 

especially in the fields of armaments and military might, they do their utmost 

to ensure domination for themselves in the same fields, and more specifically 

in certain regions of the world, The aggressive global strategy and the 

unceasing rivalry bet1·1een the United States of America and the Soviet Union 

for domination and world division, has been and remains the main source of 

danger, tension, local conflicts , numerous wars and aggressions which have 

taken place till novr, and which can bring about a 1vorld conflagration with 

serious consequences. 

In order to justify their unrestrained arms race the two super-Powers 

offer the excuse that as lone; as no aGreement 'is reached betlreen 

them to keep the world in t·he sort of peace they want, the increase 

and perfection of their nuclear and conventional stockpile of weapons should 

be seen as a guarantee for peace. Consequently, they arrogate to themselves 

the right to act without any restraint" to extend the range of their military 

bases in the world, to maintain and increase the occupying armies in the 

territories of many countries, especially in Europe, to organize ever larger 

aggressive nilitary manoeuvres, or eo so far as to incite 

other countries to engage in armed conflict. Although _for ·the t'i:me 

being the United States of America and the Soviet Union have not 

come to blmvs, they have caused others to be killed or injured 

for them. As soon as an armed conflict dies out in one region, another 

stronger one breaks out in another. 

How much has been spoken and written about European security 

since the Helsinki Conference, and how many promises have been made for a 

so-called change in the situation in this region, the cradle of two world 
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wars during this century, are common knowledge. The enemies of peace and 

security in Europe - the imperialist super-Powers - have tried endlessly to 

exploit all the processes connected with the Helsinki Conference to cover up 

their aggressive aims and activities. For a time they tried to spread various 

illusions, but from year to year it has become ever more clear that Europe 

remains a continent of great insecurity~ of dangerous confrontations, of real 

and serious threats to the freedom and independence of peoples, to general peace 

and security. 

The complete failure of the meeting held in Madrid - not only now but 

most surely in the future as well - shows clearly the invalidity and fallacy of 

the so-called system of European security worked out by the Helsinki Conference 

and publicized as a safeguard for Europe. vlhile the Vienna meeting called 

for a reduction of troops and armaments in Europe, allegedly to fill the gaps 

in the system of European security, those aims have been cast into oblivion. 

People no longer bother when they hear or read that one or other of the 

aggressive blocs has submitted yet another proposal, that the other is studying it 

or is simply ignoring it. 

Europe continues to carry the heavy burden of the threats of the 

aggressive military blocs - the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

and the Warsaw Pact - and of the American and Soviet armies which have at their 

disposal tens of thousands of aircraft and tanks, missiles, different kinds 

of bombs and systems of weapons for mass destruction. History has never seen 

such things and in such numbers. The participation of many European countries 

in the aggressive military blocs controlled by the United States of America and 

the Soviet Union increases the dangers and insecurity in Europe and helps the 

super-Powers to impose their policy on a larger scale. In a speech addressed 

to the electors on 10 November this year, the leader of the Albanian people, 

Comrade Enver Hoxha, stressed: 
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"The opinion of our Party is that the strengthening of peace and 

security in Europe, in the Mediterranean or in the Middle East, the 

development and prosperity of European countries, the protection of 

their culture, traditions and civilization, will be achieved and 

consolidated by opposing the hegemonic policy of American imperialism 

and Soviet social. imperialism, by giving them no possibility whatsoever 

of expolitin~ their political, economic and other links with these 

countries, in order to attack other countries, to jeopardize the freedom 

and independence of the peoples, peace and international. security. 

"Neither NATO, the Warsaw Treaty, the military bases established 

in various countries, nor the super-Powers' atomic weapons , guarantee 

the defence of the European countries, their free and independent 

development, their sovereignty and territorial. integrity. These are 

secured by breaking up those pacts and by sending the American and Soviet 

soldiers back to their homes, by breaking up and smashing the political, 

economic and military chains with which Washington and Moscow have bound 

Europe". 

Great insecurity and a threatening situation continue to exist in the 

whole Mediterranean basin which, apart from different hotbeds of conflict, 

suffers from the presence and activity of the aggressive naval forces of the 

United States of America and the Soviet Union. Their warships sail around 

that region to pressure &nd blackmail, making it possible for the super-Powers 

to launch attacks and direct aggressions against the peoples of the region 

whenever it suits them best. 

The landing of American marines in lebanon to bolster the anti-Arab aims 

and plans of imperialism and zionism gives clear expression to the threat 

which the presence of the American and Soviet fleets and foreign military 

bases constitute in the region of the Mediterranean. Whatever the reasons for it, 

the dispatch of some European military units to Lebanon constitutes a very 

dangerous precedent of direct interference in the internal affairs of independent 

States. 
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He continue fin.11y to hold the vievr that the presence of aggressive 

hne:rican and Soviet fleets in the region should be opposed. The i'rarships 

of the super-Povrers should not be allow·ed to enter the ports of 

! [edi terranean countries for temporary stays, for supplies or for so· called 

friendly visits. No military bases should be provicted for the super .. Pm·Ters. 

Proposals of the kind often made by one or the other super--Power on the 

so-callecl im.provement of the situation are aimed at legalizine; their 

military presence there and comine; to terms for the conditions of this 

presence. It is for that reason that the role of ~endarme or arbiter 

they ~mnt to secure should be stronr.;ly opposed. 

The i111perialist super-Powers have al't·lays tried_ and still try to 

impede the creation of conditions for developing and strengthenine; relations 

of good-neighbourliness amone Balltan States and for maintaining 

and strengthenin,<:~ T'Pace and stah:iJity in the Balkans. Intrigues and 

interventions by Aruerican imperialists and Soviet social imperialists 

to the detriment of the Balltan peoples are numerous and continuous. For their 

01~ purposes the imperialists also iMW~e use of the fact that certain countries 

of that region are members of the aggressive NATO or vlarsaw Trea-+;y 

blocs. For their o1m purposes the imperialist super-Powers try to 

incite old quarrels and r.;rude;es in the Ball~ns., to incite chauvinistic 

feelincs and. passions and to muddy the waters in that ree;ion. 

The People's Socialist Republic of Albania has consistently made clear 

its stand as to the dangers threatening the Balltan countriesJ and it has 

vrith 3reat determination opposed the intrigues and the hostile policy of 

the imperialist super-Powers. It has always clearly stat·e(i ·i:ihat peace 

and stability in the Balkans can be secured only if we impede the imperialist 

super -Povrers' interference in the internal affairs of the countries of the 

ree;ion, and shovT ,";oorhrill ann. take concrete steps scrupulously to 

apply the policy of good-neie;hbourliness. The provision of ~ilitary 

bases und various facilities for the United States and the Soviet Union 

threatens the peace and security of the Balkans, and so does increasing 

indebtedness to the super-Powers, which entails many dangers not only for the 

independence of the debtor country but also for its neighbours. 
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In Iris report subnitted a year aeo to the eighth Congress of the 

Labour Party of Albania, 

pointeU. out that: 

the leader of the Albanian people, Comrade Hoxha~ 

'·The People 1 s Socialist Re:vublic of Albania upholds the view 

tl1at at present the genuine aspiration of the peoples of the Balkans, 

peace and stability in this zone~ can be served best by not allowine 

the imperialist super-Powers to interfere in the internal affairs 

of the countries of our region and by tru~ing concrete and constructive 

steps for the positive development of relations on the basis of a ~ood

neiehbourly policy. The situation in the Balkans would be ~reatly 

improved if the Balkan countries undertook officially not to allow 

the super-·Powers to threaten or endanger other neighbouring countries 

from their territories. In the future" just as in the past~ socialist 

Albania will consistently adhere to this policy and will make every 

effort to ensure that mutual respect and ~enuine understanding 

prevail in its relations 'trl.th neighbouring States.;; 

He want once ar;ain to reiterate our 1o1ell known stand that the dane;ers 

of 't-Iar and weapons cannot be kept away by i'ilerely advertising ideas on the 

Balkans as a zone of peace or a nuclear-free zone. The imperialist super

Powers make every effort to create the illusion that through 

various Am.erican~Soviet talks to be continued or stA.rted better 

conditions will be created for the revival of detente and the solution of 

international problems. The fact is that all the tallts and discussions 

held between the super-Powers have ended in new bareaining to the peoples' 

detriment and the creation of even more tense world situations. 

fi1erefore we are fully convinced that peace and general security can 

be ensured only by opposing with great determination the ag~essive 

activities and preparations for war of the super-Powers and their artful 

manoeuvres and their agreements, which adversely affect the freedom and 

independence of soverei~n States. As long as ~perialis.m and social 

imperialism exist there vrlll be no real and guaranteed peace and stability. 

Therefore the world's peoples should be vi~ilant and prepared to face up 

to their enemies. 
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!•.ir._!)_IJ!U-I HA}LA:Z. (Pakistan): l.tY delegation would like to offer its 

comruents on the report of the !d H,2£. Corw:nittee on the Indian Ocean contained 

in document A/37/29. 

Ue are aware of the lenc;thy consultations undertaken by the Chairman of 

that Committee in recent weeks i·rhich have resulted in the consensus 

embodied in the recommendations in the report. For tlris achievement ue l-rish 

to pay a fully deserved tribute to the ereat patience, diplomatic skill and 

wisdom of Ambassador Fonseka. 

He have noted that the consensus formula is almost identical to that 

adopted last year. vrith a ne"lr time frame for the convening of the Indian 

Ocean conference to be held in Colombo, which has noif been postponed to 

the first half of 1984. The critical factor in the holding of the Conference 

in that time frame idll be the accomplishment of the necessary preparatory 

vrork in the Ad_jioc CoJwai ttee, vrlrich idll be the focus of my remarks. 

As a littoral State of the Indian Ocean, we regard the esta.blishment 

of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean recion as an imrortant element in our 

quest for regional security and stability. At the heart of the concept of 

the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace lies the desire of the peoples of the 

region to strengthen the fabric of peace and security so that they can devote 

their collective energies to promoting their economic well-being and ensurinG 

a future of pro~ress and prosperity. 

The security of the entire region is indivisible, and the questions 

relatinc; to it vrill have to be faced squarely in a comprehensive manner. 

n1e tl1reat to the security of the States of the Indian Ocean region 

has two aspects: a non~rec;ional aspect and a regional aspect. ~fuen we speak 

of the non·-regional threat, "I-re have in mind all manifestations of great-Pm-rer 

rivalry and confrontation in the region, the presence of foreign military 

forces and bases witlrin the region or its vicinity and all those doctrines 

which attempt to justify foreign military presence in the area or military 

intervention in the affairs of the States there on one pretext or another. 

In its regional aspect the threat to security arises from resort to the use 

of force and to policies seeking military preponderance and regional hegemony. 

Unless we address ourselves to both these aspects the goal of establishing 

a zone of 11eace in the Indian Ocean ivill remain elusive. 
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It must be recoc;nized that the climate of peace and security in the 

region has deteriorated sharply in recent years. The foreign military 

intervention in .L\.fr;hanistan! a hinterland State of the Indian Ocean, is 

a case in ~oint. It is our belief that a political settlement of the 

Afghanistan question consistent "i'Ti.th the principles of international lavT 

and the Charter of the United Nations is indispensable for a meaningful 

advance tovrards the establishment of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean 

rec;ion. For its part Pakistan is co--operating uith every international 

endeavour, particularly the initiative of the United Nations Secretary~General 

for a just and honourable political settlement of the problem. 

Vle perceive an integral relationship bet't-Teen the improvement in the 

political and security climate in the Indian Ocean rec;ion and the expectation 

of positive results from the Colombo Conference scheduled for 1984. For 

us this linkac;e is self~·evident. It remains our fervent hope that in the 

next one and a half years peace in the region will be strengthened and a 

climate of trust and confidence created to ensure that the Colombo 

conference 'tdll become an important milestone in transforming the Indian 

Ocean region into a zone of peace. 
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The convening of' the conference within a particular time-frame has been t.he 

subject of intensive discussion in the Ad Hoc Committee for the past two years. 

On the one hand, there is the view that the conference should be convened only when 

the polit.ic?.l climate in the region has improved and lvhen it is assured that the 

conference would produce substantial results. On the other hand, there is 

the view, shared by a large majority, that the early convening of the conference 

is essential and is bound to have a salutary impact on the political and security 

climate of the region. 

We believe that the establishment of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean is 

a process, and that any static concepts or the imposition of preconditions 

1vill not advance that process. The conference would be a positive step, even 

if our expectations from it are modest. We are, therefore, of' the opinion that 

during the next one and a half years the Ad Hoc Committee should focus on 

the preparatory work for the conference. 

In this context, we are ready to consider all ideas before the Committee, 

including the 1971 Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace and the 

1979 report of the l'1eeting of the Littoral and Hinterland States of' the Indian 

Ocean, and any other contributions which might be relevant to the concept of 

the Indian Ocean as a zone of' peace. We are confident that the substantive 

work accomplished in the Committee can become a sound basis for ensuring the 

successful outcome of the Colombo conference. I wish to take this opportunity 

to pledge to the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee our full co-operation for 

the achievement of that objective. 

The CHAIRMA!If: The Committee will now proceed to take a decision on 

the draft resolution contained in paragraph 19 of document A/37/29, the report 

of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. The financial implications of 

that draft resolution are set out in document A/C.l/37/L-76. 

The sponsors of the draft resolution have expressed their wish that the 

draft resolution be adopted by the First Committee lvithout a vote. If I hear 

no objection, I shall take it that the Committee wishes to adopt the draft 

resolution. 

The draft resolution was adopted. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I call now on those representatives who wish to 

explain their position in connection ~-rith the decision just taken. 

Mr. THORNE (United Kingdom): Hy delegation welcomes the fact that 

the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean has once again achieved consensus on the 

text of a draft resolution for the General Assembly. That the Committee 

managed to conclude its work successfully was once again due, to a large extent~ 

to the skills of its Chairman, .Ambassador Fonselt.a of Sri Lanlta. All of us here 

owe him a particular debt of gratitude for his patience and his determination. 

As in recent years, my delecation has been forced to conclude that no real 

progress has been made in the Ad Hoc Committee on the harmonization of the views 

of delegations on those fundamental questions which must be resolved before it 

't·Tould be appropriate to convene a conference on the Declaration of the Indian 

Ocean as a Zone of Peace. Nor has there been any improvement in the political 

and security climate in the region. The relatively minor changes in the 

draft resolution which we have just adopted~ contained in document A/37/29, 

compared with that of last year, General Assembly resolution 36/90~ reflect 

this lack of progress and, indeed, the realities of the situation. 

My delegation remains convinced that all concerned in the Ad Hoc Committee 

do wish to see progress, but it remains our view that the best 1.vay of achieving 

this would be to broaden the present focus of attention in the Ad Hoc Committee. 

During the course of 1982, my own delegation was associated with the submission 

of a paper setting out some new ideas designed to encourage the elaboration by 

the Committee of a set of principles or a code of conduc~ acceptable to all, 

which might guide relations among the littoral and hinterland States, as well 

as relations between those States and States outside the region. He hope that 

further progress will be made on the discussion of these ideas during the meetings 

of the Ad Hoc Committee in 1983. I should add that in the view of my delegation 

three two-week sessions of the Committee will be adequate for this purpose if all 

concerned adopt appropriately constructive attitudes and recognize that the 

realities of world politics have changed since the adoption of the very limited 

definition of the concept of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace contained in 

resolution 2832 (XXVI). 
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I~ delegation hopes that progress will be made in the Ad Hoc Committee during 

1983. But if we are to move forward, the security climate in the region must 

improve. It is self-evident to my delegation that a Committee dealing with questions 

of peace in the Indian Ocean region cannot simply ignore the presence of some 

100,000 Soviet troops in Afghanistan. It is impossible to reconcile the Soviet 

invasion and occupation of Afghanistan with the principles of the United Nations 

Charter, and in such circumstances it is not surprising that the Ad Hoc Committee 

was unable to agree to hold a conference in 1983. It remains the view of my 

delegation that in the absence of any real progress on the harmonization of views 

_on the issues before the Ad Hoc Committee, and while the tragedy in Afghanistan 

continues, it would be inappropriate for a conference to be held. 

I~. SUTRESNA (Indonesia): 11y delegation has joined in the consensus on 

the drRft resolution concerning the implementation of the Declaration of the 

Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,contained in part III of document A/37/29. 

As a member of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean, my delegation has, 

on many previous occasions, made its position clear with rege.rd to the convening 

of the Colombo conference on the Indian Ocean. We strongly believe that such a 

conference is an essential step towards the establishment of a zone of peace in 

the Indian Ocean area. 

As a littoral State, Indonesia continues to attach very great importance to 

the implev1entation of the Declaration. Although we are aware of the unfavourable 

circumstances that have engulfed the region during the past few years, we believe 

that the conference on the Indian Ocean should none the less be convened so that 

these developments in the regio~and other relevant issues RS well, might be 

discussed. 

It is against this background that my delegation is not fully satisfied with 

the draft resolution, which, in effect, once again inordinately delays the 

convening of the conference. However, my delegation did not wish to stand in the 

way of a consensus on the draft resolution, as we believe that a co-operative 

approach is the only way to achieve our objectives on this complex issue. 
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Mr. ADAI.lSOli (United States of America): I should like to begin by 

noting that the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean has again this year 

recommended by consensus for adoption in this Committee a draft resolution on 

the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. As is lTell kno1m, 'III'J delegation has, since 

joininG the Ad Hoc Committee in 1980, attached fundamental importance to the 

Ad Hoc Committee's consensus method of decision-making. Any attempt to disregard 

or circumvent that procedure, in the Ad Hoc Committee itself or in the orQans to which 

the Act Hoc Co,·or•littee r£>ports, notably this Committee, 1voulc1 be a most serious 

development. In this connection, I should like to allude to a matter raised by 

the delegation of Iraq in its statement to the Pirst Committee on 29 November 1982. 

Uy delegation 1-1as concerned that at the final meeting of the Ad Hoc Committee on 

23 November 1982 the delegation of Iraq had threatened to press an amendment to 

the draft resolution then being considered for adoption. That draft resolution 

had emerGed only after 1-rhat the representative of India in his statement of 

29 November 1982 quite rightly termed the r:agonizing negotiations 11 

of the pnst three months. Th£> delegation of Iraq, like all other 

dele~ations: had the opportunity to participate in those ne~otiations, 

and yet sought to press the amendment in question, 1-rhich in any event 1-1as not of 

a nature that could command consensus, only at the eleventh hour. In these 

circumstances, it should have been no surprise that other delegations could not 

accept the amendment in question. 

It goes almost 1-Tithout saying that in the text of any consensus resolution 

there are bound to be elements that some delegations find less than fully 

satisfactory, as a number of the statements already made this afternoon have 

indicated. I should like to indicate nou some of' our dif'f'iculties with the draf't 

resolution we have just adopted. 

The principal f'lavr of' the draft resolution as we see it is a continuinG 

preoccupation, reflected in several paragraphs, 1·1ith means rather than ends. To 

be specific, an Indian Ocean conference is not an end in itself, but a means to 

establish a zone of peace. Por a conference to succeed, agreement on the 

substantive content of such a zone "t·Tould be necessary, as "t·TOuld a suitable :political 

and security climate. Both are manifestly lacking today. It "t·Tould behove us , then, 

to focus on these realities rather than endeavour to set arbitrary and unrealistic 

target dates for a conference. 
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Per our part, the United States 1~uld be prepared to attend a conference 

once we have a,c;reed in the Ad Hoc Coli1mittee on the substance of a 'rorkable zone 

of peace concept and ·uhen the political and security climate has become 

propitious. ~or the second of these necessities to become a reality, the Soviet 

Union 1dll have to vTithdralv its occupation forces from Afghanistan. Huch could 

be said about that brutal occupation. Per example, in his statement of 29 

November 1982 before the Pirst Committee, the representative of the German 

Democratic Republic accused the United States of engaging in an t:undeclared war 

against Afghanistann. This is the kind of Orwellian inversion of 

the truth that we have come to expect during the discussion of Afghanistan in 

international forums, including the Ad lice Committee. Suffice it to say that 

delegations are not fooled by such falsehoods, as vras demonstratect by the General 

Assembly's adoption on 29 November 1982 of its resolution on Afghanistan by the 

overwhelming margin of ll4 votes to 21, 1rith 13 abstentions, despite strident 

Soviet opposition. 

I should like now· to speak to certain siGnificant positive elements in the Ino.ian 

Ocean draft resolution that 'liTe have just adopted in this Co1m.nittee. In the seventh 

preambular paragraph the pro~ress made by the Committee in 1982 is duly noted. 
That progress derived notably from an initiative taken by a group of Committee 

members, including my 01m delegation, and embodied in document A/AC.l59/L.44 of 

21 ~~Y 1982. That initiative calls for the elaboration by the Committee of a set 

of principles or code of conduct acceptable to all Committee members and that 

vrould guide relations among the littoral and hinterland States of the region as 

well as relations between those States and States outside the region. Document 

A/AC.l59/L.44 itself contains a model set of principles. This initiative is 

designed to break the cu_~ent impasse in the Committee on fundamental issues, such 

as the terms of reference that should guide the Committee's work, the causes of 

tension and instability in the region, the future direction of the Committee and 

the question of an Indian Ocean conference. 
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The initiative is designed to foster the creation of a zone of peace by stimulating, 

as preambular paragraph 1.2 of the draft resolution just adopted states: 
11 
••• full. co-operation among the littoral. and hinterland States, the 

permanent members of the Security Council and the major maritime users to 

ensure conditions of peace and security based on the purposes and principles 

of the Charter as vell. as the general principles of international. l.a~·r, 11 

(A/37/29, para. 1.9) 

It is our hope that the initiative reflected in document A/AC.l.59/L.44 uil.l. 

form the basis of the Ad Hoc Committee 1 s vrork in 1983. 

Qf paramount importance in the draft resolution is the emphasis placed on the 

necessary harmonization of vieus on the relevant unresolved issues which, as I 

have indicated, are highly significant ones, as wel.l. as on the need for an easing 

of tension in the region. These essential consjderations are reflected in 

operative paragraphs 4 and 5, as 1-rell. as in the preamble of the draft resolution. 

I have already foreshadoi'red what my del.et;ation believes should be the thrust 

of the Ad Hoc Committee's work next year. All.ow me just one further comment on 

the Committee's work proGramme and schedule~ as set out in operative paragraph 7 

of the draft resolution before us. That paragraph requests the Ad Hoc Committee 

to hol.d three further sessions in 1.983 of a duration of two weeks each. Ue take 

it that the Committee wil.l thus hol.d its usual. vdnter, spring and summer sessions. 

Further, operative para~raph 7 refers to the possibility of considering a fourth 

session as required. Ue tal>.e this to be a reference to the possibility of a 

brief fal.l. session, as has occurred each year since 1.980, because of the 

regrettable inability of the Committee to finish its work on schedule. He hope, 

hovrever, that there 'trill be no need for such a brief fall. meeting, since three 

regular sessions should be sufficient to accomplish the Committee's tasks if 

delegations 1-1ork earnestly vrith an eye to present realities and the need to foree 

a consensus en1bracinr; all delegations. 
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In commenting on the draft resolution, I have touched on a number of 

fundamental considerations that shape my delegation's approach to the question 

of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. Ho1-rever, now is not the time to develop 

at length our position, as we have done most recently on 6 August and 20 August 

1982 during the Ad Hoc Committee's summer session in Geneva. 

I 1rould be remiss if I did not pay homase before concluding to the Chairman 

of the Ad Hoc Committee, 11:Tr. Fonsek.a o'f: Sri Lanka. His lc:>e.dership, 

patience and talent for compromise catalyzed the breakthroughs that brouGht us 

the draft resolution just adopted. lTe the,.efore applaud J:.Jr. "Ponseka. 

Mr. HARASHII1A (Japan): I should lilr.e first of all to. express the 

sincere gratitude of my delegation to r.Jr. Fonseku of Sri Lanka. 'Vithout 

his remarkable leadership as Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee, without his 

strenuous efforts and admirable diplomatic skill, it vroulCl. have been much more 

difficult, if not impossible, successfully to have adopted the draft resolution 

by consensus. 

l'.:f.J delegation joined in the adoption by consensus of the draft resolution 

on the implementation of the Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace 

as contained in document A/37/29. He did so because 11e support its objective 

as envisaged in the concept of the Indian Ccean as a zone of peace. 
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In recent years the Ad Hoc Committee;s deliberations on many fundamental 

questions have been stalemated. In the view of my delegation) this sJcalemate 

reflects a very serious doubt as to whether the political and security 

climate of the region is suitable for the holding of a conference. This 

doubt stems particularly from the Soviet Union 1 s military invasion of 

Afghanistan and its continued :military presence in that country. The stalemate 

also reflects a failure to achieve the necessary harmonization of views on 

the basic issues related to the convening of the conference. 

By c1elegation believes it is desirable that the Ad Hoc Committee continue 

to elaborate the concept of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace 1·rith the 

objective of making it a truly viable one and rendering it more acceptable 

to all the States concerned, not only those within but also those 

outside the region. In this connection, i'Te stress the necessity of continuint:; 

the process of harmonizing the views of nations on the basic principles 

related to the concept of the zone. Uy delegation intends to continue its 

efforts to achieve that end. 

pr. BALETA_ (Albania) (interpretation from French): The Albanian 

delegation ivould simply like to state that, as in the past, it dissociates 

itself fro~ the consensus on the draft resolution just adopted on the Indian 

Ocean as a zone of peace. The reasons are i·rell knovm, and vTe are not going 

to repeat them or elaborate upon them further. Ue simply wish to state that 

our assessmen~ of the dangerous situation that persists in the Indian Ocean 

and the factors underlying that situation is still the same. 

The CHAIRIWJ; The Committee has thus completed its consideration on the 

draft resolution contained in document A/37/29. 

I should like to propose to the Committee that the deadline for the 

submission of draft resolutions on agenda items 58, 59 and 137 be set at 

1 p.m. on IIonday~ 6 December. If there is no objection, I shall take it that 

the Committee agTees to that proposal. 

It was so dec ideo .. 

The meeting rose at 4.45 p.m. 




